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的基本模式 As is shown in the table （or in the picture）， 

⋯0dropped from⋯in 1994 to⋯in 1996. According to the figures

given in the table， ⋯has great increased （or decreased） in the

past⋯years （or decades）， reaching⋯in 1996. From the table we

can also see that there has been a sharp decline （or rise） in⋯ It is

clear that⋯ There are at least two good reasons for⋯On the one

hand， ⋯Lets have an example to illustrate the great increase in

⋯On the other hand， ⋯is due to the fact that⋯in addition， ⋯is

responsible for⋯Maybe there are some other reasons to show⋯But

it is generally believed that the above mentioned reasons are

commonly acceptable. As far as I am concerned， I trust that⋯ So

my conclusion is that⋯I am sure my opinion is both sound and

well-grounded. （131 words） 九、范文欣赏 （一）Title：

Woman in Modern Society Outline： 1） Role of women in

modern society 15 2） Prejudices and discrimination against women

3） My comments Women play an important part in modern

society. Now many women are going into professions， such as

medicine， law and engineering. They comprise a large part of the

workers in businesses and factories. In addition， they are working

up to important positions which used to be held mainly by men.

There are even some businesses which are run completely be women.

Clearly， women are making outstanding contributions to the



progress of modern society. There are， However， still some

people who assert that men are superior to women in many ways.

First， many jobs men do can hardly be done by women， who are

physically not strong enough. Second， most of the world-famous

scientists and statesmen are found to be males. Finally， the whole

society seems to have always been dominated by men only. In their

opinion， men should enjoy more rights than women do.

Personally， Im firmly standing on the side of those woman right

defenders. Since both men and women are equally important in

human activities， they should be on an equal footing. （173 words
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